How to Synchronize your Remote

Remote with on/off switch (for 2014 model only, no external antenna)

Step #1   Make sure power is totally off for at least five (5) seconds
Step #2   Hold down the stop button on the remote
Step #3   Power up cart. Continue to hold down the **stop button**.
Step #4   Continue hold down the stop button until the lights on the LED screen blink.
Step #5   Cart is now in “sync” test each function to assure all are functioning

You are ready to go!

Remote for carts from 2010- 2013/14 (controller no green button, antenna strap)

Step #1 – Make sure power is off for at least five (5) seconds.
Step #2 -  Hold down the **forward button** on the remote. Make sure the red LED light is lit.
Step #3 -  Power up the cart. Continue to hold down the forward button on the remote
Step #4 -  Start counting slowly. Cart will start to move before you reach 15.
Step #5 -  Cart is now in “sync” test each function to assure they are functioning.

You are ready to go!

Remote for carts before 2010 (Controller has a green button)

Step #1  Remove controller cover and expose the controller.
Step #2  Find the green button on the small plastic side of the controller
Step #2) Power-up cart. Press and hold-in the green button on the controller
Step #3  While holding the green button in, start pressing and releasing the forward button on the remote. Process may take 5-15 seconds. Once cart begins to move you are in sync. Then test each function